SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTROL AND MONITORING OF WORK OF A COLLABORATIVE ROBOT
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Abstract:
The development of robotic systems is correlated with the development of their software. Expanding robot implementation areas and attempts to replace more and more groups of activities carried out by people requires increasing the degrees of freedom, introducing robot interaction with the environment, and preparing software that manages over six degrees of freedom in a friendly, understandable, ergonomic, and functional manner. The authors proposed a method of programming a collaborative robot with the use of a joystick, created the necessary software, constructed elements of the system, obtaining an original, flexible, and intuitive solution. As part of the work, the proposed solution has been simulated and verified. Verification of the proposed solution was carried out on a real bench equipped with a cobot, Kawasaki duAro.
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1. Introduction
As the idea of Industry 4.0 develops, the concept of human-robot collaboration in a production environment is becoming more and more popular. The first and basic criterion that must be met for a robot to be allowed to work with a human is having safety systems that will allow reduction or limitation of the number and degree of dangers that may threaten the operator during cooperation with the machine. A mechanical unit designed for direct interaction with humans in a common workspace can be called a cooperating robot [17]. In the literature we can find the terms “collaborative robot”, “cooperating robot” [17, 22, 23] or “cobot” [10]. All these terms are synonyms or abbreviations of the term Collaborative Robot. In this publication, the above terms will be used interchangeably. The growing expansion of collaborative robots in industry creates a growing need to provide appropriate systems that allow planning of the paths of a robot tool and implementation of its movement without hindrance. Allowing robots to work closely with people without using external safety systems, such as fencing, motion sensors, safety mats, magnetic bolts, carries risks for operators and programmers. Unlike working with conventional robots, it is not necessary for the collaborative robot to be located in a space with limited access for the operator. (Fig. 1)
ments (system restrictions introduced in accordance with applicable guidelines). Fig. 2 shows an operator (3) and a collaborative robot (1) working together in a workplace (4) in a space described as (2).

Fig. 2. Collaborative robot cooperation space

An example of cooperation between people and robots in the context of the stability of performed operations and the impact of interaction on stability has been described in [1]. Factors affecting robot-human interaction as well as problems and challenges related to it are described in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 23, 27]. Papers [6, 7] describe issues and ways of implementing collaborative robots in Czech Republic and African industry. Paper [8] presents the results of research on key factors that affect the organization of cooperation between a robot and a human being. One example of using the capabilities of a collaborative robot to facilitate human work is a robotic station for assembling homokinetic joints [10]. An analysis of universally understood physical interaction in tasks requiring cooperation between a robot and an employee was presented in [11]. Paper [14] concerns the problem of ethics in manufacturing stations equipped with industrial robots and collaborative robots. In contrast, paper [23] presents an analysis of robotization problems of small and medium enterprises. The safety of the operator working together with a collaborative robot is analysed in [4, 17, 18, 22, 26, 35]. In paper [17], the author analyses the issue of safety in systems equipped with cooperating robots in the context of industrial standards, among others PN-EN ISO 10218-1, PN-EN ISO 10218-2. Paper [35] presents the provisions of the technical specification ISO/TS 15066. The strategy for the correct assessment of the safety of a robotic system with a cooperating robot, as well as guidelines for the construction of such workplaces are included in paper [18]. Analysis of current trends in industry in the context of the safety of robot-human cooperation was carried in paper [22]. The authors of [26] presented two risk analysis paths regarding safety issues for stations with cooperating robots. The use of collaborative robots in an industrial environment is discussed in papers [2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 16, 20, 21, 25, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38]. An example of the use of a robot cooperating with a triangulation sensor for determining the TCP of the robot and the calibration of the tool was presented in [12]. In paper [20], an example system was proposed in which human cooperation with many robots and an algorithm for controlling such a station would occur. Examples of collaborative robots used for assembly lines were presented and analysed in paper [21]. A review of applications for monitoring velocity and separation of the robot from humans in the light of the technical specification ISO/TS 15066 was described in paper [25]. In paper [30], an approach was proposed to estimate the confidence interval for the duration of a robot movement for situations in which space sharing between human and robot is required. In paper [31], the authors analysed practical possibilities and limitations of introducing collaborative robots in various industrial environments. The authors of paper [36] discussed the possibility of introducing collaborative robots into welding applications. An example of symbiotic cooperation between a robot and a human in an environment with a proprietary interface was presented in paper [38]. The issues of employee confidence in industrial robots, especially collaborative robots, were described in paper [9]. In papers [19, 29] authors discussed problems and possibilities of analysing and monitoring parameters and operations of industrial robots – in standard [19] and virtual environment [29]. Trust has been identified as one of the key factors affecting proper robot-human cooperation. Research has been carried out to determine how and when employees and machine operators build trust in industrial robots. A mathematical model of robot-human cooperation can be found in paper [28], the use of Python language in robotic applications is presented in papers [24, 33], and paper [34] describes the use of the pygame module for communication with a joystick.

There are many solutions that allow programming of industrial robots in online mode. One of the most popular of these is the manual programmer that acts as a peripheral device. It allows control of movements as well as creation of programs and monitoring of the robot’s work parameters. The manual programmer is available in the product range of most robot producers: ABB, Kuka, Fanuc. Alternative solutions that are worth paying attention to are, for example, a touch screen tablet from the company Universal Robots. Some manufacturers allow control of the movement of a robot from the level of their programming and simulation environments, for example ABB and Kawasaki. However, most often such control is unwieldy and inconvenient for the programmer. Kawasaki software enables this option from the HyperTerminal level. It only allows the setting of a defined point in space or a specific angle of rotation of the axis. The Kawasaki duAro robot does not have in its basic equipment any peripheral devices enabling manual control over the movement of the robot during manual steering. Hence the need to prepare a system that could act as a manual controller with simultaneous monitoring of some robot operating parameters. The article proposes a solution using a two-axis joystick and a window application to communicate with the joystick with a robot controller. Analysis of the available literature
has shown that similar proprietary solutions used to control the movement of robots, especially cooperating robots, are not found, and the subject matter brings a new view on manual steering of industrial robots.

2. Description of Workstation

The workstation with a collaborative robot (Fig. 3) used in the work is intended for educational demonstrations and development of robot programming skills. To facilitate control of the robot and memorizing points, and thus enable simpler planning of algorithms and carrying out pick and place operations, it was decided to add a joystick to the station. It plays the role of a manual robot controller, enabling steering and control of the movement of the individual arms of the collaborative robot.

The workstation with a collaborative robot (Fig. 3) consists of a Kawasaki duAro robot and a test platform in the manipulator workspace. It is a two-armed robot designed to work with humans in industrial conditions. It consists of two arms (left - (1) and right - (5)) designed based on a SCARA robot. The parallel structure of the arms allows for high velocities of the mechanism. Each arm is equipped with a pneumatic gripper (2). The test platform (3) has been designed in such a way that it is connected to the robot base and rigid enough to maintain a constant level. The robot is controlled by means of a controller (6) equipped with the Cubic S option – a unit monitoring the movement of the robot and responsible for ensuring safety. The manufacturer equipped the robot with an external panel (4) that allows the brakes to be deactivated, which enables manual movement of the third axis of each arm.

Identical tools were mounted on both arms (Fig. 4). Each of them consists of a mounting (1), pneumatic gripper (2) and gripper fingers (3). Both the mounts and fingers were manufactured by the incremental method of ABS material.

A joystick was used to control individual movements of the selected robot arm and to switch between selected motion control options (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6 presents kinematic diagrams and the way in which the movements of the robot in the appropriate coordinate systems were mapped using the joystick movement. The movement of the M point associated with the robot tool was implemented in the robot’s base system - xyz. The coordinate system in the base of the joystick was adopted analogously and marked with xf-xj-zj. Tilting the controller in the direction of the selected axis resulted in the movement of point M along the corresponding axis of the robot system. For example, movement of the joystick by angle α in the positive direction of the y axis corresponded to the movement of point M in the positive direction of the y axis. Movement of point M in the direction of the z axis was transmitted using the slider (3) shown in Fig. 5.

Movement in the basic Cartesian system was implemented by means of tilts along two joy-stick axes (4) – axes xj and yj (Fig. 6b) and two buttons (1) responsible for the tool configuration (two-way rota-
In addition, it provides the ability to control the movement of the TCP point along the z axis (3) and arm selection (2). To operate the gripper, the trigger button on the back of the joystick (6) was used. It is also possible to select the currently used arm (2). Closing the connection between the joystick and the robot controller is ensured by means of a button (5). Thanks to this, the operator has full control over the movement of each of the robot arms.

Fig. 6. Kinematic diagram: a) duAro robot arm, b) joystick

Fig. 7. Information flow in the cooperating robot control system

Tab. 1. Data frame elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the variable</th>
<th>Number of characters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>robot_arm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;A1&quot; or &quot;A2&quot;</td>
<td>arm number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>interpolation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;J&quot; or &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>junction and linear interpolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>horizontal_direction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1 or +1 or +0</td>
<td>horizontal joystick deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>vertical_direction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1 or +1 or +0</td>
<td>vertical joystick deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>string_direction_z</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>from 000 to 100</td>
<td>tool vertical axis direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>rotation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1 or +1 or +0</td>
<td>tool orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>velocity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>from 000 to 100</td>
<td>robot TCP velocity in the base system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>tool</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;0&quot; or &quot;1&quot;</td>
<td>gripper state – open / closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;S&quot;</td>
<td>end of frame sign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Description
Using an existing robotized station equipped with a Kawasaki duAro collaborative robot, a work control system was prepared using the joystick to manipulate. The window application controlled and monitored the robot’s operation, simultaneously recording information about the status of the joystick. The processed data were sent to the robot controller using the TCP/IP protocol, where, after interpretation by the robot software, they ensured movement of the selected robot arm. Despite the limited number of joystick buttons, control over the collaborative robot was obtained.

3.1. Communication
Communication between the joystick and the collaborative robot was prepared using the TCP/IP protocol and a PC. Data flow is from the joystick to the application, which forwards it to the robot controller. There, individual data is interpreted and translated into the appropriate robot motion. Part of the information is also passed the other way: from the robot to the application. The user can monitor and change the velocity of the TCP point of the currently operating arm (Fig. 7). The information was sent in the form of a data frame. This was a nine-element vector consisting of characters depicted in ASCII code. Each element of this structure had a clear interpretation. They are presented in Tab. 1. together with the function they perform, the values they can take, and the number of characters reserved for a given variable. The total number of characters sent from the application to the robot controller is 17. The data frame was transferred to the robot controller during the robot’s operation. Fig. 7 schematically illustrates the flow of information in an industrial robot control system.

3.2. Control of Robot Arm – Kawasaki Program
Kawasaki the manufacturer of duAro robot enables programming of its devices using the AS language dedicated for this purpose. It is robot programming language consisting of two groups of instructions – one for motion of the arms and another for other purposes like operating signals, for and while loops etc. All commands and functions are entered using the terminal from a computer (Fig. 8a). It allows, among others, for access to the robot controller memory and data stored on it, as well as for direct control and monitoring of arm movement. Robot communication with the terminal is carried out using the TCP/IP protocol using commands in the ASCII code. The application that facilitates writing programs for Kawasaki robots is KIDE (Kawasaki Robotics Integrated Development Environment) (Fig. 8b). It is additional application which can help with controlling a robot and its programs. It is not necessary for creating and realizing robot programs, but it is helpful when comes to management of larger portions of code and more complex schemes of action.

The graphic interface allows for simpler management of programs, variables in the controller’s memory, and a text editor adapted to the AS language syntax allows faster writing of programs and debugging of prepared code. It can also help to create motion programs and robot points in a workspace, define motion and process parameters and manage program variables, databases, and input/output signals. The software helps also with monitoring performance of a machine and saving and analysing error logs.

3.3. Application for Joystick – Robot and Communication
To solve the problem of control over robot movements, a joystick connected to a PC was used. A window application was prepared to act as a joystick controller and a server that supports data exchange between the joystick and the collaborative robot. Full use of the joystick functionality was possible thanks...
to the Python language and the pygame library available to it.

To improve the programming process implemented in Python, the option of creating function definitions and saving them in a separate file was used. Such a file is called a module. Its content can be loaded into another module or into a program. One of the useful Python modules is pygame. It allows the programmer to access peripheral devices (such as joystick, pad, speakers etc.) from the Python language, which can be used, for example, as a computer game control. The pygame module is based on the cross-platform SDL (Simple DirectMedia Layer) library, which gives access to hardware thanks to OpenGL and DirectX technologies. The graphic interface of the collaborative robot control application was prepared using Qt libraries available for the Python language. These are libraries for designing graphical user interfaces. They were created for C++, Java, but it is possible to create applications using other popular languages such as Ruby, C# or Python.

The application window was divided into four parts (Fig. 9). In the first part (1), the user has the option to choose how the application will communicate with external devices. Real workstation control is enabled by the “Robot” option, while the “Computer” option using a local connection can be used for offline testing. The limited number of buttons and joystick sliders caused the necessity to add a robot velocity control option in a second area (2). Due to the assumption that the robot arm will be moved in linear interpolation, in the base coordinate system the robot velocity is the TCP velocity of the selected arm expressed in the range from 0% to 100%. The current percentage value was displayed below the dial. Part three (3) contains user information and operating instructions for the joystick-robot system. In contrast, part 4 provided information on which robot arm is currently being controlled.

The use of the pygame library made it easy to implement joystick control and combine its individual elements with specific robot features. The socket library made it easy to use the TCP/IP protocol to receive and transfer data between the computer and the robot. Appropriate variables in the program were assigned to individual degrees of freedom of the controller and its buttons.

4. Validation Tests

Validation tests (Fig. 10) were carried out on a real object confirming the correct operation of the system. The workstation was prepared by combining a collaborative robot, a computer, and a joystick. As expected, the TCP/IP protocol proved to be a sufficient means of communication for exchanging information between individual station elements. The software of individual robot functions and enabling them to be associated with joystick movements and its buttons significantly facilitated the programming of robot movements. In further work, the proposed solution can be expanded with the option of remembering the position of the tool.

In addition, the presented solution is universal and easily adaptable to the robots of other manufacturers. After applying additional safety measures, such as fencing, they can also be used in work with industrial robots not adapted to work with humans.

5. Conclusion

The paper presents a proposal for software intended for controlling a collaborative robot implemented using a joystick. Analysis of the available literature allows us to state that similar solutions are not used. As part of the work, a Kawasaki duArO collaborative robot controller was connect-ed to a joystick using the TCP/IP protocol. Python language and available modules were used, which greatly facilitated the operation of individual joystick functions. A window application was developed using the Qt library. The graphical user interface allows easy connection of the joystick and robot with simultaneous monitoring of operating parameters. The solution prepared in this way fulfilled its task and allowed control of the robot’s movements with the help of a joystick. The next stage of the work will be connecting an external vision system to carry out an assembly operation.
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